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Timber roof inspections –
why, when, by whom?
This article appeared in the March 2013
edition of Civil Engineering and is reprinted
here on request, as the questions posed
remain highly relevant.

WHY ARE INSPECTIONS NECESSARY?
In terms of the National Building
Regulations (NBR), the owner is responsible
for his roof structure, regardless of the type

There are a number of questions that are regularly posed regarding
roof inspections, mostly because they cost money. This article
provides answers to a few of these questions.
of building (house, office, hospital, etc). In
fact, the rule is that where a rational design
is used, a professional competent person
must be appointed by the owner to carry

out that design. The roof inspection is an
important part of the design process, and
therefore the engineer (or his qualified
appointee) must inspect the completed roof.

The appointment of an engineer for the whole project means that the connection
between the roof (designed by a specialist) and the walls can be monitored and
checked. The roof in this picture failed because the connection was not installed as
intended by the roof designer, and he was never called to site to check (money
saved up front on inspection fees spent x 100 on repairing the roof!).
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WHICH ROOFS NEED TO BE INSPECTED?
All rationally designed roofs need an
inspection by the design engineer or
his competent appointee. Roofs built in
accordance with the ‘deemed-to-satisfy’
rules of the NBR should be checked for
compliance by the architect/owner/
building inspector. No engineer is required. The short answer therefore is: “All
roofs need to be inspected.”

WHO PAYS?
The owner is responsible for payment,
either as part of his roof supply invoice
or his fees payable to the professional
team.

WHO CAN INSPECT?
The designer or his qualified appointee,
provided that the designer is a registered
person with ECSA (Engineering Council
of South Africa) who is competent
by virtue of his/her education and
experience. For example, a registered lift
inspector cannot inspect or sign off a roof,
and neither can a registered chemical or
electrical engineer.

A builder who tried to save money building his own trusses,
ended up costing his client a fortune when the un-triangulated
frames failed and insurance would not pay out as the design was faulty.

WHO CAN SIGN OFF?
The designer – not his appointed
inspector – who takes full responsibility
for the design and who should, in his
own interest and that of the client, have
Professional Indemnity Insurance.
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SHOULD THE FABRICATOR
INSPECT HIS OWN ROOF?
Yes, in order to save time and money and
to help train the erector. This is an ideal
situation, but does not happen often. Once
the fabricator is satisfied that the roof is
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Left The leaks in this roof were not
caused by poor construction or
structural defects in design, but by
the owner trying to hide irrigation
pipes (routed over the roof instead of
underground) in the concealed gutter,
thereby blocking it. He then stuck
‘flash harry’ waterproofing membrane
over the valley to try and solve the
leaking problem.
Middle The lines of the tiles viewed
either straight up the roof or at an angle,
as in this photo, should be straight; the
waviness is proof that the roof is not
correctly braced and rafters are buckling.
Bottom This photo shows signs of
imminent sagging; any concave roof
plane indicates trouble within (unless it is
a pagoda roof in China!).

right, he can call the engineer to arrange
the formal inspection and ‘sign-off’.

CAN A FABRICATOR INSPECT
ANOTHER FABRICATOR’S ROOF?
Yes, unofficially. Professional ethics, as
used by engineers and enforced by ECSA,
require that an engineer who inspects
another engineer’s work should first inform
that engineer of his appointment and
give that designer the opportunity to coinspect. The same standard of ethical behaviour would suggest that any fabricator
inspecting another’s work should make
every effort to ascertain who the designer
or other fabricator is and inform him of the
situation.

WHO IS ULTIMATELY RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE COMPLETED ROOF?
The person responsible is the engineer
who signs the completion certificate – the
appointed designer. Often in the case of
public buildings, the system engineer is
not the appointed engineer, but by signing
off the roof and supplying the fabricator
with a certificate, he/she accepts that the
appointed engineer will look to him/her
as being responsible should anything go
wrong with the roof. This is why MiTek’s
certificates carefully note the date of the
inspection, and also other trades working
on site after the inspection who may
interfere with the trusses and could cause
the certificate to be voided (managing
this aspect would be the responsibility of
the appointed, overall engineer, if there is
one, or of the owner who retains overall
responsibility).
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